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Spectate Home Appliances By Internet Of Things
Using MQTT And IFTTT Through Google
Assistant
Nithin Goud, A.Sivakami
Abstract: Development in technology, blooming automation industry, and wireless connectivity are ruling the world using the internet. Many IoT devices
are connected with Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) protocol and Bluetooth this control your appliances for 10-15 meters using
smartphone. This is the costly and old way of communication between appliances. To overcome this problem, this paper presents (IFTTT) protocol to
communicate with the smartphone using google assistant to control home appliances, agriculture-boor motors, sprinklers and industries. We have linked
IFTTT and MQTT protocol so that it doesn’t require any external server. On behalf of it, we need Nodemcu to control and monitor each appliance by
using google account (as you all know Google is secured with their own algorithms). We can spectate our work anywhere in the world using
smartphone/pc/laptop. We have implemented the IFTTT for controlling the speed of the motor and also the output result will be good. The IFTTT
implemented protocol devices helps to us in our daily life, to save the time and fire accidents in large industries.
Index Terms: Automation, Google Assistant, IoT, IFTTT, MQTT, Nodemcu,, smart irrigation.

————————————————————

1 INTRODUCTION
The IoT is the network of physical Objects that are connected to
the internet allowing them to send, receive and exchange the
data. Home computerization (otherwise called demotics)
alludes to the programmed and electronic control of family unit
highlights, action, and apparatuses. Different control
frameworks are used in this private augmentation of structure
computerization. Home mechanization gives you access to
control gadgets in your home from a cell phone to anyplace on
the planet. The term might could get disconnected with
programmable gadgets, similar to the indoor regulators and
sprinkler frameworks, however home mechanization. All the
more precisely portrays homes in which almost everything lights, machines, electrical outlets, heating, and cooling systems
are hooked up to a remotely controllable network [1]. IoT
enabled by several technologies including wireless sensor
network, cloud computing, Big data analytics, Embedded
systems, security protocols and architecture, Communication
protocols, web services, Mobile internet etc. [2-4] The working
and implementation of this device is very simple with MQTT
and IFTTT protocol services and we can spectate our home
appliances using voice command assistant and manually on/off
by login into the dashboard using adafruit.io server. This device
is very much useful in large companies, factories, high stored
buildings, etc. Nowadays people are using IoT devices at
homes, agriculture [5], transport [6][7], industries [8], and many
other places, so it will be needed to maintain our physical
security and privacy. In adafruit.io platform inbuilt security
provided by using Transport Layer Security (TLS) and Secure
Socket Layer (SSL) cryptographic protocols. This can be easily
disabled using simple commands.
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In [9], the authors mentioned the present designs for home
automation and projected a unique home automation
architecture giving space to all the new IoT protocols. In [10], a
prototype is designed to perform home automation through
SMS. GSM [11] network and the devices are bridged using a
micro-controller. It also focuses on the security aspects in the
networking and proposes a secure, reliable and adaptable home
automation system. The research work done in [12] proves that
MQTT is better than HTTP for the nodes with constrained
resources. It has been tested that data transmission through
MQTT consumes only about 0.05% of battery/hour by using 3G
for network connectivity. In the present paper, we controlled
the home appliances by using google assistant along with
protocols. The software method followed is presented in section
2 hardware followed is presented in section 3 while the results
are provided in section 4.

2 SOFTWARE AND ARCHITECTURE
Software consists of carefully-organised instructions and
codes written by programmers for different computer
languages. The Software helps us to communicate with
hardware by converting ASCII Characters statement to
machine language [13]. For device communication two
specialised protocols are binged using IOT applications:
MQTT-Message Queu Telemetry Transport and CoAPConstrained Application Protocol. These two protocols are
simple and have more advantages of scarce network
resources. MQTT allows sharing the messages between
multiple clients using a central broker. Google assistant virtual
is googles personal assistant and uses action on google as the
platform for actions. Users engage google assistant in
conversation to get things done, like controlling their devices
and things at home with the action we can give voice
commands through open HAB and it supports light, plug,
switch and thermostats. System software [14]: controls the
basic (and invisible to the user) functions of a computer and
usually be preinstalled with the machine. Application
software [14]: handles multitudes of common and specialised
tasks that a user need to perform, such as accounting,
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communicating, data processing. The building software
consists of two parts
(i) MQTT (adafruit.io)
(ii) IFTTT
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switching ON and OFF lights associated with electronic
devices. IFTTT functions are connecting to various web
services and hardware through access to their application
through
programming
interfaces.
IFTTT
hardware
compatibility includes devices like Philips Hue LED lightbulb,
camera, thermostat, smoke detector, google home voice
controller etc. If a command is given by one service of server
then that command is connected to another given server in the
dashboard to exchange the data to control applications.

Fig. 2.1.1. Image shows the steps to create the adafruit.io server

2.1 MESSAGE QUEU TELEMETRY TRANSPORT(MQTT)
Adafruit IO is a framework that makes information valuable
and usable. Our attention is to impose the framing of small
programming by using MQTT for usability and permitting the
basic information associated with appliances. This Adafruit IO
uses the MQTT protocol for providing the communication to
the internet to interchange the commands [15]. MQTT is being
used mainly because of its lightweight and ability to work in
low bandwidth connections. MQTT is being used over other
protocols as it has a number of advantages – Bandwidthefficient and uses little battery publish/subscribe architecture
which is event-driven highly scalable solutions due to serverclient hierarchy [16]. For implementing the protocol, we
require a google account to link all the other servers by
following these Steps :
(i) open webpage I.e. adafruit.io and signup using the
google account and create a dashboard and name, it
according to your project name.
(ii) now open your project file and create blocks using the „+’
symbol on the top right corner.
(iii) Now Here we can create many blocks according to our
use and blocks/switches like Toggle, momentary button,
slider, gauge, text, stream, image, line chart, colour picker,
map, remote control, icon, indicator, number pad.
(iv) Create as many as you require and name each
block/switch and copy the activation key from the top
right corner. The Fig. 2.1.1 shows the outlook of the total
process.

Fig. 2.2.1. Image shows the steps to create the IFTTT server
(i)
(i)

(ii)

For example, I want to switch on the light for this we have
given commands as
1. Hey google turn on the light
2. Turn light on
3. On the light
(iii)

For example, we created a block for toggle switch (on/off) and
I named it as relay1.
2.2 IF THIS THEN THAT (IFTTT)
IFTTT is defined as “If This Then That” is a web-based
automation service to create the sequence of programming
conditional statements [17]. IFTTT provides service to connect
different types of apps, devices from different developers to
make them automation. It is not that it can only automate web
task, such as sharing content on multiple social network sites
but it can alsocontrol a wide range of smart home devices like

Open IFTTT site and signup using the same google
account.
(ii) Now click on my applets option which is located
the top right corner and click on new applet and
then click on ‘+’ option and then from the search bar
search for google assistant and select it.
Now select 1st option i.e. „say a simple phase‟. Here
you need to give three commands in three different
ways (consider below-shown example) and click
trigger button.

(iv)

Now you will see the another „+’ option click on it
and from the search bar search for adafruit.io and
select it then you need to login to the adafruit.io
account and it shows a clock says „send data to
adafruit.io‟ click on it and select the feed name (i.e.
your previously created block/switch name) I name it
as relay1 in the example so I will select relay1 and in
the option called „data to save‟ we need to fill it 1(i.e.
on) and click create action and then finish button.
Now, in the same way, create another applet to
switch off the light i.e. you need to give again, three
commands for switching off light and data to save
option needs to be filled with 0(i.e. off). The outlook
of the total process as shown in Fig. 2.2.1

Hardware consists of individual electronic components
connected accordingly as the circuit diagram using electrical
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devices. Hardware responds according to the given software
commands as it takes the signal as 0 or 1. The main hardware
parts are being used as
(i) nodemcu82666
(ii) relay module
(iii) MB102 power module
(iv) Circuit diagram
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Relay acts the same as a switch. The working principle behind
the relays are magnetic induction, when the voltage passes
through the relay magnetic induction, takes place inside the
relay and attracts the opposite element to pass the current. We
required to supply the 5V power to run this module. Fig. 3.2.1.
Image shows the 4-channel relay module
3.3 MB102 POWER SUPPLY MODULE

3.1 NODEMCU82666

Fig. 3.1.1. Image shows the nodemcu module
Name
Flash memory
Scripting language
GPIO pins
ADC
Operating voltage
Programmer
module

Specifications
4M
2 buttons(reset and flash)
17 GPIO
1-10 bits
3.3 V
CP2102 USB TO UART
ESP82666

Fig. 3.3.1. Image shows the MB102 power supply module

Table 1.1 Specifications
NodeMCU [18] is the most popular development board of the
popular Wi-Fi Internet of things chip from Espressif, the
ESP82666. It uses the Lua scripting language to make it simple
to run user programs on the ESP82666 without any
recompilation. The board consists of an ESP-12E module,
CP2102, and USB connector for power. All the pins of the ESP12E brought out on compact and narrow board design to
make it breadboard friendly. We can use the nodemcu
firmware or the Arduino development environment [19]. We
represented the specification‟s used for our work as given in
the Table 1.1. and Fig. 3.1.1.
3.2 RELAY MODULE

We can use the MB102 module as a dual way to operate the
3.3V nodemecu and 5V relay module for running. So that the
relays work properly without any disturbances and when
extra power is released through the power socket
microcontroller and relays are safe as they are protected by the
MB102 module and the input voltage of this module is 12V we
need to use an adapter for 12V supply and this module also
provides a USB outlet for 5V output supply . Fig. 3.3.1. Image
shows the MB102 power supply module.
3.4 CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

Fig. 3.2.1. Image shows the 4-channel relay module
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4 LINKING OF HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

Fig. 4.1. Image shows the linking between software and
hardware
In the software building section, we copied the activation key
from the MQTT (adafruit.io) server placing it in a text
document. The requirement for connecting the nodemcu and
pc/laptop to install the latest version of Arduino [20] open
source software with installing of proper libraries set such as
MQTT etc. and also nodemcu drivers. We ran the module
using the following source code given as in the link
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1j_GsWpFSqvJL5LMxBM
JqTyJLT-9oCKZY and this must be pasted in the Arduino
software. By framing the source code, we must keep our
username and password of the home network, we will get the
activation/auth key and it has to be pasted in the place of
AUTH key in the programme and need to select the COMP
port and upload the code into nodemcu. Observe the Fig. 4.1.
shows the linking between software and hardware.
4.1 Source Code

5 BLOCK DIAGRAM
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6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
By combining all the aforementioned modules linking both
software and hardware we will get good responses and best
output for controlling the appliances. When all the hardware
modules are connected to the given supply, it is necessary to
connected your google account with your smart phone for
changing the google assistant account. After formulating all
the modules, we can turn on and off the light in the house by
giving the command through google assistant. We checked the
same control of home appliances in the same way manually
using adafruit.io website, and the results are good. This
framed module, we can use to control all the home appliances,
agriculture boor motors and sprinklers etc. with low cost. This
will be utilized specially by the farmers.

Fig.7. Image shows the complete model of IoT


7 CONCLUSION
This paper presents a new developed module to controlthe
home appliances with and without voice commands. We
successfully developed and implemented both the hardware
and software module for controlling the home appliances such
as light, fan, tv etc and motors also. We have used MQTT and
IFTTT as a server and successfully tested using smartphone,
with and without google assistant. This model developed and
implemented with low cost and very cheap for offering all
kind of people. As in future IoT has good development and
many impossible things can be solved by appropriate use of
hardware and software setup. And in future IoT will also be
inter linked with artificial intelligence, Machine learning etc.
IoT can also be implemented in the defence systems to protect
our country from enemies and using smart IoT innovation we
can aim the enemies without any blood loss.
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